
KHAKIS FOR GUYS  
 
With summer almost here, it's time to lighten up, break out the khakis, and give your jeans 
the rest of the summer off! GQ magazine (http://men.style.com/gq) Style Editor Adam 
Rapoport stopped by The Early Show on Wednesday, June 10, 2009 with four male models 
sporting different looks -- khakis sure to keep you looking and feeling cool this summer: 
 
Is there a season for khakis, or can they be worn all year round? 
 
Spring and summer are ideal, but ain't nothing wrong with wearing them in the early fall. When 
there's snow on the ground, however, there shouldn't be khakis on your legs. 
  
What about pleats? 
 
No. Never. We left them behind in the late 80s. Or at least we should have. Buy flat-front khakis 
and the correct size and they'll fit comfortably, and they'll be far more flattering. You'll look ten 
pounds slimmer. You don't need the extra, ballooning fabric that pleats introduce.    
 
How do you wear khakis to the office? 
 
If you're going to wear khakis to work, be sure they're 'dress' khakis. In other words, they should 
be creased-and well-pressed-like a pair of suit pants.    
 
Should you wear socks? 
 
Generally, yes. But if it's the middle of summer, and you're wearing loafers (and you've got a 
good tan), then feel free to go sockless.    
 
Now the opposite end of the spectrum, khakis at the beach, what should you look for here? 
 
You want em lightweight, rumple-friendly. You should be able to throw them in your weekend bag 
without worrying about them getting wrinkled, and when you get to the beach, you should be able 
to roll them up without worrying if it'll hurt the crease or the cuff. 
   
Are there specific styles or washes that won't rumple or ones that look good without an iron?  
 
Ones without a crease, and particularly super lightweight ones. 
  
A lot of pro golfers we see lately are wearing tailored clothing. Do you still have the range of 
motion and flexibility wearing tighter clothing on the golf course? 
 
If you're wearing form-fitting clothes on the course, they should have a degree of stretch to them 
so you can rotate properly-like most athletic jerseys. However, fitted  doesn't have to mean 'tight'. 
Your khakis should be well-tailored and slim, but they shouldn't cinch you or make you 
uncomfortable. We're talking about trimming the fat-getting ride of excess fabric that slows you 
down and makes you look 15 pounds heavier. This is something that most American guys have a 
hard time wrapping their heads around.  
   
Are the sport khakis made out of a different fabric? 
 
Some have a bit of nylon so they stretch, and others have a bit of other synthetic fabric to make 
them water resistant. But in general, you can't go wrong with 100-percent cotton.   
 
What about khakis for the weekend. You don't want to look like you came from church but still 
want to look nice, how can you achieve this look? 
 



Easy fit, flat-front, slim-but not skinny-and while they can have a crease, they don't need to be 
super pressed and pristine looking. They should be a bit relaxed-like hopefully you are come 
Friday.  
  
Look #1 - The Work Look 
 
When wearing khakis to the office, they should be creased-like suit pants. In the summer, pair 
them with a cotton blazer and open-collared shirt, for a professional but still-relaxed look. 
Khaki cotton trouser by J. Crew $118 
Navy cotton blazer by Tommy Hilfiger $325 
Blue/white mini check cotton button down shirt by the Gap $44.50 
Belt, $125.00, by John Varvatos 
Black leather loafer, $175.00 by Geox 
 
Look #2 - The Beach Look 
 
Unlike the office, you want them without a crease. You should be able to throw them in your 
weekend bag not worry about them getting rumpled. Also, most importantly, you want lightweight 
khakis. It's summertime, remember. 
Khaki cotton pant by Save Khaki $100 
Red/grey/white cotton short sleeve button down shirt by Banana Republic $54.50 
Flip flops, $21.00, by Havianas 
 
Look #3 - The Golf Look 
 
If you want to play like a young tour pro, you should dress like one. That means tailored, creased 
khakis-not baggy, formless ones that so many weekend duffers pull on. And pair them with an 
athletic-fit polo. Golf is a sport, right? 
Khaki stretch cotton pants by RLX Golf $125 
Navy cotton pique polo, by Fred Perry $128 
Leather golf shoe by Puma $170 
Golf glove by Nike $10 
Visor by Nike $20 
 
Look #4 - The Weekend Look 
 
You don't your weekend khakis super formal and proper, but they should still fit well-slim down 
the leg, flat front. In the evening, try a cotton or lightweight wool V-neck over a gingham sport 
shirt. And why not introduce some color to your wardrobe. Summer's the time to do it. 
Khaki cotton pant by Gap $49.50 
Magenta wool v-neck sweater by H&M $49.90 
Blue and white check cotton button down shirt by J.Crew $125 
Black cotton slip-on sneakers by Vans $42.00 
 
 


